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SUP DATA SOURCE DEGRI 1 FROM ENRIQUE OLTSKU, VICE-MINISTER JUCEPLAN, MARIO ZORILLA, VICE MINISTER INRA ALSO PRESENT DURING CONVERSATION AND MADE REMARK LEADING SOURCE TO BELIEVE GREAT BRITAIN MIGHT BE WESTERN NATION CONCERNED. NO INDEX. FILED 0906452

REPORT CLASS SECRET NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATE CUBA GREAT BRITAIN

SUBJECT AGREEMENT BETWEEN CUBA AND WESTERN EUROPEAN NATION FOR ACQUISITION OF MACHINERY AND SPARE PARTS DO 1 NOVEMBER 63 DA 3 NOVEMBER 63

SOURCE WESTERN EUROPEAN BUSINESS EXECUTIVE OF PROVEN RELIABILITY. SOURCE FREQUENTLY TRAVELS TO CUBA WHERE HIS COMPANY MAINTAINS COMMERCIAL INTERESTS. SOURCE HAS FURNISHED VALUABLE INFORMATION OBTAINED PRIMARILY FROM HIGH-LEVEL ECONOMIC OFFICIALS OF THE CUBAN GOVERNMENT.

PARAGRAPHS 3 WAS RECEIVED AS, "FIELD DISSEMINATE NONE."